
Singular -st Syncretism and Featural Pied-Piping
Jim Wood

As is well known, Icelandic dative-nominative constructions exhibit number agreement with 3rd person nom-
inative objects, but cannot agree with 1st or 2nd person objects.

(1) a. Maríu
Mary.DAT

voru
were.3PL

gefnir
given.3PL.M

báðir
both

drengirnir.
boys.the.NOM

‘Mary was given both the boys.’
b. * Maríu

Mary.DAT

vorum
were.1PL

gefnir
given.3PL.M

við.
we.NOM Sigurðsson (1992:71)

(2) a. Henni
her.DAT

höfðu
had.3PL

líkað
liked

þeir.
they.NOM

‘She had liked them.’
b. * Henni

her.DAT

höfðum
had.1PL

líkað
liked

við.
we.NOM Sigurðsson (1996:38)

In standard approaches to person restrictions on nominative objects, the verb must agree with both the dative subject
and the nominative object (Boeckx 2000, Schütze 2003, Koopman 2006). Agreement with the dative yields 3rd
person singular (default) agreement, as can be independently verifed by constructions with non-nominative subjects
and no nominative object.

(3) a. Hafði
had.3SG

þér
you.DAT

ekki
not

leiðst?
bored

‘Were you not bored?’ Sigurðsson (1989:225)

b. Var
was.3SG

þér
you.DAT

boðið
invited

í
to

veisluna?
party.the.ACC

‘Were you invited to the party?’ Sigurðsson (1989:309)

If the verb agrees with both a dative subject and a non-3rd-person object, then, there is a feature clash—the verb
must simultaneously be 3rd and 1st (or 2nd) person. However, if the paradigm of a given verb happens to exhibit
syncretism for the two forms, the sentence is judged to be improved.

(4) líka ‘like’
1 likaði líkuðum
2 líkaðir líkuðuð
3 líkaði líkuðu

(5) a. ?? Henni
her.DAT

líkaði
liked.1/3SG

ég.
I.NOM

b. * Henni
her.DAT

líkaðir
liked.2SG

þú.
you.SG.NOM Sigurðsson (1996:33)

The claim, then, is that the availability of a form which can express both sets of features allows a way to get around
the feature clash.

However, not all syncretisms are equally ameliorative: if syncretism is induced by a “middle” suffix (-st), the
ameliorative effect of syncretism is stronger than other cases of syncretism, and this is not predicted by any of the
standard analyses. The following data from Sigurðsson (1992) shows the number of speakers who judged each
sentence as ‘OK’ or ‘?’ on the one hand, and ‘??’ or ‘*’ on the other.
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(6) OK/? ??/*

a. Henni líkaðir þú. 0 9
her.DAT liked.2.SG you.NOM

b. Henni líkaði ég. 5 4
her.DAT liked.1/3.SG I.NOM

c. Henni leiddust þið. 5 4
her.DAT bored.2/3.PL you.PL.NOM

d. Henni leiddist ég. 8 1
her.DAT bored.1/2/3.SG I.NOM

Data from Sigurðsson (1992:74-76)

I will claim that this is related to another aspect of -st morphology: the -st suffix collapses all person distinc-
tions in the singular, and this holds across all inflectional classes and cannot be due to phonology.

(7) líka ‘like’ leiðast ‘bore’
SG 1 likaði leiddist

2 líkaðir leiddist
3 líkaði leiddist

PL 1 líkuðum leiddumst
2 líkuðuð leiddust
3 líkuðu leiddust

If this fact is derived in the syntax, then there are two kinds of syncretism: the kind which is underlain by the
syntactic derivation, and the kind which arises at PF. I will provide an analysis wherein the former provides the
means to avoid building the ‘contradictory’ feature bundles which are standardly assumed to cause the derivation
to crash in non-syncretic cases. The latter, on the other hand, only improves the example because there is no overt
reflection of the contradictory feature bundle which is nevertheless present in the syntax to morphology mapping.

• Outline of Talk

– General assumptions/background

– Overview of -st verbs and proposal

– Singular -st syncretism cuts across all verb classes, in all tenses and moods

– Singular -st syncretism cannot be due to phonology

– A syntactic account of the syncretism

– An extension to person-case restrictions in DAT-NOM constructions

– Conclusion
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1 Assumptions

(8) Late Insertion: The phonological forms of functional heads are not predetermined in syntax. Different
forms may arise with different feature bundles, and the choice among forms may be contextually deter-
mined by surrounding material, subject to locality restrictions.

(9) (Icelandic) Clause Structure

ForceP

Force . . .
FinP

DP

“EPP”
Subject
Position

Fin
verb

PnP

Pn
MverbO

NmP

Nm
MverbO

TP

T
MverbO

. . .
VoiceP

MDPO

EXTERNAL
ARGUMENT

Voice
MverbO

. . .

(10) Note

– Verb moves through the inflectional field up to Fin.

– The “EPP” subject (dative, nominative, etc.) moves to SpecFinP (possibly with intermediate stop-
ping points).

– The external argument is introduced by Voice.
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(11) I further assume that each instance of head movement builds and adjunction structure, so the structure of
Fin in the above tree would be:

Fin

Pn

Nm

T

. . .

. . .

“verb”

Voice

T

Nm

Pn

Fin

(12) Phi-features

Person1

a. [+PARTICIPANT, +AUTHOR] = 1st
b. [+PARTICIPANT, −AUTHOR] = 2nd
c. [−PARTICIPANT, −AUTHOR] = 3rd

Number2

a. [+SINGULAR] = Singular
b. [−SINGULAR] = Plural

2 -st suffix

In Icelandic, the -st suffix has two morphosyntactic peculiarities. First, although -st is implicated in argument
structure alternations, it appears outside tense and agreement morphology, unlike many similar elements both
cross-linguistically, and within Icelandic. For example, the anticausative -n(a) suffix appears inside tense and
agreement morphology.3

(13) -st outside agreement morphology4

a. Þær
they

opn-uðu
opened-3PL.PST

dyrnar.
door.the

‘They opened the door.’
b. Dyrnar

door.the
opn-uðu-st.
opened-3PL.PST-ST

‘The door opened.’

1From Nevins (2006), citing Halle (1997).
2From Harbour (2003). Since Icelandic has no dual, I ignore [±AUGMENTED].
3Icelandic examples with no annotated source come from my own fieldwork with Icelandic speakers in New York City. Thanks to them

for working with me so patiently.
4The word dyrnar ‘the door’ is semantically singular, but formally plural.
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(14) -n(a) inside agreement morphology
a. Jón

John.NOM

hit-aði
heated-3SG.PST

vatnið.
water.the.ACC

‘John heated the water.’
b. Vatnið

water.the.NOM

hit-n-aði.
heated-NA-3SG.PST

‘The water heated.’

Second, when the -st suffix is added to a verb, it loses all person distinctions in the singular, but not the plural.

(15) sjá ‘see’ – Present

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 sé sjá-um sjá-um-st
2 sé-rð sjá-ið sé-st sjá-i-st
3 sé-r sjá sjá-st

This is odd because usually, when distinctions are collapsed like this, it is in “marked” categories like plural, rather
than “unmarked” categories like singular.

Proposal This syncretism can be understood if we adopt Kratzer’s (2009) proposal that Agree involves phi-
feature union. The account can then be extended to account for person-case restrictions in DAT-NOM

constructions in a manner very similar to previous analyses.5 The present account, however, can also
explain why -st can help ameliorate such restrictions in some cases.

-st verbs are not a syntactically unified class in Icelandic.6 The -st suffix is much like anticausative/reflexive
morphemes in many languages in that it has a number of apparent morphosyntactic “functions.”

(16) a. Anticausative alternation
i. Þær

they
opnuðu
opened

dyrnar.
door.the

‘They opened the door.’
ii. Dyrnar

door.the
opnuðust.
opened-ST

‘The door opened.’
b. Generic middle alternation

i. Þau
they.NOM

selja
sell

rafmagnsbíla
electric.cars.ACC

hér.
here

‘They sell electric cars here.’
ii. Rafmagnsbílar

electric.cars.NOM

seljast
sell-ST

(vel)
(well)

hér.
here

‘Electric cars sell well here.’

6Ottósson (1986), Anderson (1990), Jónsson (2005).
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c. Reflexive alternation
i. Jón

John.NOM

dulbjó
disguised

sig
REFL.ACC

sem
as

prestur.
priest

‘John disguised himself as a priest.’
ii. Jón

John.NOM

dulbjóst
disguised-ST

sem
as

prestur.
priest

‘John disguised himself as a priest.’ (Jónsson 2005:400)

d. Reciprocal alternation
i. Jóna

Jóna.NOM

og
and

Siggi
Siggi.NOM

kysstu
kissed

hvort
each

annað
other.ACC

eftir
after

ballið.
dance.the

‘Jóna and Siggi kissed each other after the dance.’
ii. Jóna

Jóna.NOM

og
and

Siggi
Siggi.NOM

kysstust
kissed-ST

eftir
after

ballið.
dance.the.

‘Jóna and Siggi kissed after the dance.’ (Jónsson 2005:399)

e. Non-agentive dative alternation
i. Hann

he.NOM

dvaldi
stays

á
in

bænum
town.the

(af ásettu ráði).
(on purpose)

‘He stays in town (on purpose).’
ii. Honum

he.DAT

dvaldist
stays-ST

á
in

bænum
town.the

(*af ásettu ráði).
(*on purpose)

‘He stays in town (*on purpose).’ Jónsson (2005:402)

f. PP “connative” alternation
i. Börnin

children.the.NOM

sækja
get

sælgæti.
candy

‘The children get candy.’
ii. Börnin

children.the.NOM

sækjast
get-ST

í
to

sælgæti.
candy

‘The children try to get candy.’
g. Deadjectival/denominal -st

i. Deadjectival
Hann
He.NOM

reiddist
angered-ST

óskaplega
terrifically

við
at

þetta.
this

‘He got terrifically angry about this.’
ii. Denominal

Hann
He.NOM

djöflast
devils-ST

eins og
like

óður
crazy

maður.
man

‘He runs around like a crazy man.’ Jónsson (2005:400-401)
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h. Control and Raising verbs
i. Raising

Jón
John.NOM

virðist
seems-ST

hafa
have

farið
gone

heim.
home

‘John appears to have gone home.’
ii. Control

Sigga
Sigga.NOM

vonast
hopes-ST

til
for

að
to

verða
become

kosin.
chosen

‘Sigga hopes to be elected.’ Anderson (1990:261,3)

i. DAT-NOM psych-verbs and acquisition verbs
i. Psych-verb

Mér
me.DAT

grömdust
was.angry.at.3PL

þessi
these

ummæli.
remarks.NOM

‘I was angry at these remarks.’ Maling and Jónsson (1995:77)

ii. Acquisition verb
Henni
her.DAT

áskotnuðust
lucked.onto.3PL

miklir
much

peningar.
money.NOM

‘She got much money (by some luck).’ Sigurðsson (1996:26)

j. Self-reported attitudes
i. Ólafur

Ólafur.NOM

segist
says-ST

skulu
should

fara.
go

‘Ólafur says he should go.’ Anderson (1990:265)

Formal Similarity All of the morphological generalizations discussed below apply to all -st verbs. Among them
is the fact that -st is the outermost suffix in all verb classes—it appears outside of person/number/tense
morphology.

1. Við
we

von-um-st
hope-1PL-ST

til
for

[
[

að
to

verða
be

báðum
both

hjálpað
helped

].
]

‘We hope to be both helped.’

2. Við
we

virð-um-st
seem-1PL-ST

báðir
both

[
[

hafa
have

verið
been

kosnir
elected

].
]

‘We both seem to have been elected.’ Sigurðsson (2008:421)

For this talk, I do not distinguish between these classes of -st, but I do assume -st to be syntactically active in
all cases.

Crucial assumption Since -st appears directly on the outside of verbal inflection morphology, I assume that
syntactically, it winds up occupying a position between the inflectional heads and the “VoiceP” phase. I
remain agnostic as to when and how it ‘cliticizes’ onto the verb.7

7See Kissock (1997) for arguments that -st behaves like a clitic. Sigurðsson (2010b) makes this assumption as well.
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(17) Structure of -st verbs

FinP

We

Fin

hope-Voice-T-Nm-Pn

PnP

MPnO NmP

MNmO TP

MTO . . .

-st
VoiceP

MweO
MVoiceO . . .

3 Syncretism with Every Verb

An occasionally noted fact about -st verbs is that they are syncretic for person in the singular, but not the plural
(Einarson 1949:100, Thomson 1987:434-440, Taraldsen 1995:fn2, Anderson 1990:242). This syncretism is meta-
paradigmatic in Harley’s (2008) terms; it occurs with every verb no matter what the morphological shapes of the
non-st variant.8

I have found no exceptions to this. In Tables 1-3, I show examples across verb classes, in both strong and weak
paradigms. In Table 2, I show a full paradigm in past and present tense, indicative and subjunctive mood, for a
particularly irregular strong verb þvo ‘wash’. In both tenses and both moods, the same syncretism occurs.

Table 1: Weak verbs

Weak -i-verb

gera ‘do’ – Present

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 ger-i ger-um ger-um-st
2 ger-ir ger-ið ger-i-st ger-i-st
3 ger-ir ger-a ger-a-st

Weak -a-verb

hagga ‘budge’ – Present

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 hagg-a högg-um högg-um-st
2 hagg-ar hagg-ið hagg-a-st hagg-i-st
3 hagg-ar hagg-a hagg-a-st

8Harley (2008) cites Williams (1994) as being the first to identify the “meta-paradigm” as a phenomenon.
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Table 2: Strong -rð-verb: Full Paradigm

þvo ‘wash’ – Present

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 þvæ þvo-um þvo-um-st
2 þvæ-rð þvo-ið þvæ-st þvo-i-st
3 þvæ-r þvo þvo-st

þvo ‘wash’ – Past

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 þvo-ð-i þvo-ð-um þvo-ð-um-st
2 þvo-ð-ir þvo-ð-uð þvo-ð-i-st þvo-ð-u-st
3 þvo-ð-i þvo-ð-u þvo-ð-u-st

þvo ‘wash’ – Present Subjunctive

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 þvo-i þvo-um þvo-um-st
2 þvo-ir þvo-ið þvo-i-st þvo-i-st
3 þvo-i þvo-i þvo-i-st

þvo ‘wash’ – Past Subjunctive

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 þvæg-i þvægj-um þvægj-um-st
2 þvæg-ir þvægj-uð þvæ-i-st þvægj-u-st
3 þvæg-i þvægj-u þvægj-u-st

Table 3: Strong verbs

Strong -rð-verb

sjá ‘see’ – Present

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 sé sjá-um sjá-um-st
2 sé-rð sjá-ið sé-st sjá-i-st
3 sé-r sjá sjá-st

Strong -ur-verb

mylja ‘pulverize’ – Present

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 myl mylj-um mylj-um-st
2 myl-ur mylj-ið myl-st mylj-i-st
3 myl-ur mylj-a mylj-a-st

Strong -ð-verb

bera ‘carry’ – Present

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 ber ber-um ber-um-st
2 ber-ð ber-ið ber-st ber-i-st
3 ber ber-a ber-a-st
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4 Singular -st syncretism is not phonological

As Anderson (1990) observed, this cannot be a (solely) phonological effect. It is true that there are morphophono-
logical effects with the -st suffix. For example, dentals (s, st, t, tt, d) are often lost from the stem.

Table 4: Dental deletion with -st (data from Thomson 1987:380)

Dental -st verb non-st stem output
-s- kjósast kýs + st → kýst PRESENT

-t- látast læt + st → læst PRESENT

-d- haldast held + st → helst PRESENT

-st- brestast brast + st → brast PAST

-tt- hitta hitt + st → hist SUPINE

In one case, [ð] is lost from the stem in the present tense: bregð + st → bregst. Usually, it is retained in the
present tense, as shown below. This could be partly phonotactic. However, [ð] is usually dropped in supine forms,
unless it is preceded by /á/ [IPA=au] in the supine stem form (Thomson 1987:380), so it is also at least partly
morphophonological.

Table 5: Dental deletion with -st (data from Thomson 1987:380)

-st verb non-st stem output
bjóðast býð + st → býðst PRESENT

bregða bregð + st → bregst PRESENT

sjá séð + st → sést SUPINE

dá dáð + st → dáðst SUPINE

Given these facts, the question becomes whether these rules are to blame for the meta-syncretism of person
in the singular. It turns out that they cannot be, as noted in Anderson (1990).

One main reason is that [r] is often lost when -st is added, but the sequence [rst] is allowed:

No reason to rule out. . . Actual Form
Supine form of færast ‘move’ færst þvær + -st→ *þværst þvæst ‘wash’
-st form of bera ‘carry’ berst sér + -st→ *sérst sést ‘see’9

Another reason is that if it were phonological, we would expect the /u/ [IPA = Y] to be retained in strong -ur
verbs. For example, we would expect mylur + -st → *mylust, contrary to fact. Instead, we get myl + -st →
mylst, and the same person syncretism in the singular as with all other verbs.

9Anderson (1990:241) points out another near-minimal pair with *sérst: the superlative form of ‘bad’ verst ‘worst’.
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Table 6: Strong -ur-verb

mylja ‘pulverize’ – Present

Sg Pl Sg Pl
1 myl mylj-um mylj-um-st
2 myl-ur mylj-ið myl-st mylj-i-st
3 myl-ur mylj-a mylj-a-st

The lost of [ð], however, could be derived by phonological deletion, since this is seen elsewhere; it may be that [ð]
deletion in the 2nd person plural is phonological. An example: þvo-ið + -st→ þvo-i-st ‘wash’.

5 Syntactic Account

Here, I sketch my syntactic account of this syncretism. It relies on the following assumptions:

1. Person and Number are separate probes (Sigurðsson and Holmberg 2008, Béjar 2008).

2. Phi-Agree is phi-feature union/unification, (Kratzer 2009, Harbour 2009).10

(18) a. Agree: The φ-feature set of an unindexed head α that is in need of φ-features (the probe)
unifies with that of an item β (the goal) if β is the closest element in α’s c-command domain
that has the needed features. Kratzer (2009:197)

b. Phi-feature unification: [Unification] applies to expressions α1, . . . , αn with associated
feature sets A1, . . . , An and assigns to each α1, . . . , αn the new feature set ∪{A1, . . . , An}.
Kratzer (2009:195)

3. -st is positioned syntactically between the probe and the goal (Sigurðsson 2010b, Svenonius 2005,
Kissock 1997).

4. Morphological singular agreement is ‘non-number agreement’.

5. -st has Person but no Number.

• Assumptions (1-3) I adopt from the sources cited.

• (4) is supported by Greenberg’s Universal 35 (1963:94), as mentioned in Harley and Ritter (2002), which
states that plurals are always marked in at least some cases.

• (4) is also supported by the fact that singular is the ‘default’ number on the verb in Icelandic: when there is
no nominative to agree with, the verb take the singular form.

• (5) is supported by the fact that -st developed diachronically from a 3rd person reflexive, and that it has no
other forms—it is insensitive to Person/Number.

10The mechansim I adopt is from Kratzer (2009), but Harbour (2009) has a similar approach. Specifically, he has derivations where a
probe can pick up two sets of features, even if they conflict in feature values. In fact, he argues that there are morphemes in Kiowa which
are specifically sensitive to conflicting feature values.
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• In addition, there is some precedent in the literature.

– D’Alessandro (2003) argues that Icelandic -st and Italian impersonal si have a person feature which is
not 1st or 2nd person.

– Taraldsen (1995) claims that Italian si is 3rd person, and has no number feature.

• First, I will show how this works for a first-person singular example without -st (and thus without the
syncretism in question).

(19) Ég
I.NOM

græt.
cry.1SG

‘I cry.’

(20) No-st — No Person syncretism in the singular

a. Pn Nm DP[1SG] → Nm probes
b. Pn Nm[DFLT(SG)] DP[1SG] → Pn probes
c. Pn[1SG] Nm[DFLT(SG)] DP[1SG] → DP moves for EPP
d. DP[1SG] Pn[1SG] Nm[DFLT(SG)] MDP[1SG]O →

• In step (b), Nm probes for the nearest ‘plural’ feature, on the assumption (4) above, that singular agreement
is ‘non-number’ agreement. It finds no plural feature, and so takes on the default ‘singular’ feature.11

• In step (c), Pn probes for the nearest Person feature, and finds on one on the subject DP. It establishes an
Agree relation (Chomsky 2001), and given the assumption that phi-Agree is phi-feature union (assumption
(2) above), Pn takes the DP’s number as well as person.

• Finally, in step (d), the nearest DP, which happens to be the subject, moves to the left of Pn.

• Now consider what happens when -st is present, and, following assumption (3), intervenes between Pn and
the DP goal.

(21) Ég
I.NOM

meiddi-st.
hurt.1/2/3SG-ST

‘I got hurt.’

(22) -st — Person syncretism in the singular

a. Pn Nm -st[3] DP[1SG] → Nm probes
b. Pn Nm[DFLT(SG)] -st[3] DP[1SG] → Pn probes
c. Pn[3] Nm[DFLT(SG)] -st[3] DP[1SG] → DP moves for EPP
d. DP[1SG] Pn[3] Nm[DFLT(SG)] -st[3] MDP[1SG]O →

• Step (b) is the same as above.

• However, in step (c), -st intervenes between Pn and the DP—the would-be goal. Since -st has a Pn feature
(assumption (5) above), an Agree relation is established between Pn and -st.

11More strictly, I would suspect that Nm probes for any ‘marked’ number feature, so that Dual, Paucal, etc., would qualify. In the feature
system I am assuming, Nm probes for [−SINGULAR]. This is not important for present purposes.
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• Finally, the DP moves to the left of Pn to satisfy the EPP. Note that EPP, in this case, is disociated from
agreement. This is a standard assumption movement anyway, to account for DAT-NOM constructions, where
EPP-driven movement of a dative is dissociated from agreement with nominative objects.

(23) a. Henni
her.DAT

voru
were.3PL

gefnir
given.3PL.M

hattarnir.
hats.the.3PL.M

‘She was given the hats.’
b. * Henni

her.DAT

var
were.DFLT

gefið
given.DFLT

hattarnir.
hats.the.3PL.M Sigurðsson (1996:27)

• Now consider how number agreement + feature union can avoid syncretism.

(24) Við
we.NOM

gef-um-st
give-1PL-ST

upp.
up

‘We surrendur.’ Kissock (1997:3)

(25) -st — no Person syncretism in the plural

a. Pn Nm -st[3] DP[1PL] → Nm probes
b. Pn Nm[1PL] -st[3] DP[1PL] → Pn probes
c. Pn[1PL] Nm[1PL] -st[3] DP[1PL] → DP moves for EPP
d. DP[1PL] Pn[1PL] Nm[1PL] -st[3] MDP[1PL]O →

• When Nm probes for a plural feature, it finds one on the DP and establishes an Agree relation. Since Agree
is feature union, Nm takes on the Person features of the goal as well.

• When Pn probes, it finds the Person features on the Nm head and establishes an Agree relation. It picks up
both the Person and Number features of the Nm head.

• Thus, establishing an Agree relation with the plural DP allows the Person-features to be ‘pied-piped’ across
-st, preventing intervention of the latter.12

12For simplicity, I represent -st as being third-person. If it is formally identical to the agreement that takes place with DAT though, it is
surprising that -st is not preceded by a 3rd person singular suffix proper. This could easily be accomodated under impoverishment. However,
my tentative suggestion is that -st itself is inherently impoverished, in that it is [−PARTICIPANT], rather than [−PARTICIPANT,−AUTHOR].
If so, the 2nd/3rd person syncretism seen in weak paradigms is due to those agreement morphemes being sensitive to [−AUTHOR].
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6 DAT-NOM constructions

To extend this account to agreement in DAT-NOM constructions, some assumptions about how the dative interacts
with agreement are necessary.

– Person-case restrictions arise because there is agreement with both the dative, yielding “default” (= 3SG)
agreement, and the nominative, yielding ordinary agreement.13

– Agreement with the dative is for Person only, not for Number.14

– If a probe-goal relation is established across a dative, the dative must move out of the way by spellout.15

(26) a. * Probe DAT NOM
↑_____________↑

* Probe DAT NOM
↑_____________↑↑

b. DAT Probe MDATO NOM
↑_____________↑

DAT Probe MDATO NOM
↑_____________↑↑

Following Chomsky (2001), I assume that the constraint against the configuration in (26a) is evaluated at
the phase-level. I further assume that this movement is not driven by the constraint, but must happen for
independent reasons before spellout.16

As described above, these assumptions are used in the literature to force the person-case effects and account for
the improvement of syncretic forms. My analysis will not differ from other accounts in this respect. However,
most accounts predict roughly two situations: either there exists a syncretic form, and the example improves,
or there exists no syncretic form, and the example is out. These predictions are summarized in (28). However,
as shown in (29), there seem to be three classes of acceptability, rather than two.

(27) líka ‘like’ leiðast ‘bore’
SG 1 likaði leiddist

2 líkaðir leiddist
3 líkaði leiddist

PL 1 líkuðum leiddumst
2 líkuðuð leiddust
3 líkuðu leiddust

13Boeckx 2000, Schütze 2003, Koopman 2006, Sigurðsson and Holmberg 2008.
14Sigurðsson and Holmberg 2008. See also Anagnostopolou (2003, 2005). See Sǎvescu-Ciucivara (2009:93fn46) for a similar idea for

Person in Romance non-clitic pronouns.
15Kučerova 2007; see also Sigurðsson 2000, Marantz 2007.
16This constraint may underlie a difference between -st and DAT. Suppose that the reason the Probe is able to Agree with two goals is

that DAT is defective in that it does not have a full visible phi-feature set (i.e. it has no number features). This would lead us to expect that
the same Probe could agree with two goals when -st is present: -st and the next DP down. However, the constraint in (26a) would require
-st to move out of the way by the phase level; if -st cannot move, then the intervention of -st and DAT get a unified analysis, their differences
being related to their different syntactic positions.
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(28) Predictions of standard ‘multiple-agree’ accounts

Verb Feature Bundle Syncretic Form?
a. leiðast ‘bore’ 1/2sg+3 Yes → Improves
b. leiðast ‘bore’ 2pl+3 Yes → Improves
c. leiðast ‘bore’ 1pl+3 No → Bad
d. líka ‘like’ 1sg+3 Yes → Improves
e. líka ‘like’ 2sg+3 No → Bad
f. líka ‘like’ 1pl+3 No → Bad
g. líka ‘like’ 2pl+3 No → Bad

(29) Improvement due to syncreticism OK/? ??/*

a. Henni líkaði ég. 5 4
her.DAT liked.1/3.SG I.NOM

Henni leiddust þið. 5 4
her.DAT bored.2/3.PL you.PL.NOM

Improvement due to singular -st syncreticism OK/? ??/*

b. Henni leiddist ég. 8 1
her.DAT bored.1/2/3.SG I.NOM

Henni leiddist þú. 8 1
her.DAT bored.1/2/3.SG you.NOM

No syncretism—no improvement OK/? ??/*

c. Henni líkaðir þú. 0 9
her.DAT liked.2.SG you.NOM

Henni líkuðum við. 0 9
her.DAT liked.1.PL we.NOM

Henni líkuðuð þið. 0 9
her.DAT liked.2.PL you.PL.NOM

Henni leiddumst við. 2 7
her.DAT bored.1.PL we.NOM

Data from Sigurðsson (1992:74-76)

Next, I will show how the account of -st syncretism provided above captures these data. Specifically, while my
account predicts the singular -st cases to be fully grammatical (contrary to fact), it makes the cut in the right
direction: it predicts a difference between (29a) and (29b).
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7 Derivations

First, consider the case where improvement is due to syncretism.

(30) a. ?? Henni
her.DAT

líkaði
liked.1/3SG

ég.
I

b. * Henni
her.DAT

líkaðir
liked.2SG

þú.
you.SG Sigurðsson (1996:33)

(31) DAT-NOM singular non-agreement (2nd person nom)

a. Pn Nm DAT[3] NOM[2SG] → Nm probes
b. Pn Nm[DFLT(SG)] DAT[3] NOM[2SG] → Pn probes DAT/NOM
c. Pn[2SG,3] Nm[DFLT(SG)] DAT[3] NOM[2SG] → DP moves for EPP
d. DAT[3] Pn[2SG,3] Nm[DFLT(SG)] MDAT[3]O NOM[2SG] →

The Nm head does not pied-pipe any Person features since NOM is singular. The Pn head agrees with both
DAT and NOM, and thus has the feature bundle [2SG,3]. This is ungrammatical since there is no form syncretic
for both 2nd and 3rd person singular. However, if NOM had been 1st person, there is a syncretic form, so the
example improves slightly.

→ Note that even in the syncretic form, the syntax still contains a phi-feature bundle with contradictory
values.

Now consider what happens when -st is involved.

(32) a. ? Henni
her.DAT

leiddist
bored.1/2/3SG

ég.
I

b. ? Henni
her.DAT

leiddist
bored.1/2/3SG

þú.
you.SG Sigurðsson (1996:33)

c. Mér
me.DAT

leiddist
bored.1/2/3SG

hún.
she.SG

‘I found her boring.’ Sigurðsson (2010a:16)

(33) DAT-NOM singular -st non-agreement (2nd person nom)

a. Pn Nm -st[3] DAT[3] NOM[2SG] → Nm probes
b. Pn Nm[DFLT(SG)] -st[3] DAT[3] NOM[2SG] → Pn probes -st
c. Pn[3] Nm[DFLT(SG)] -st[3] DAT[3] NOM[2SG] → DP moves for EPP
d. DAT[3] Pn[3] Nm[DFLT(SG)] -st[3] MDAT[3]O NOM[2SG] →

This time, when Pn probes, it agrees with -st rather than NOM. Thus, when -st is present, there is no conflict.
The question that arises on my approach is why these examples are marked at all.

→ Unlike above, the syntax here never builds a contradictory feature bundle in the first place. The difference
in acceptability judgments is linked to the different elements present in the syntax.
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Finally, consider what happens when -st is present and there is a plural nominative object.

(34) a. * Henni
her.DAT

leiddumst
bored.1PL

við.
we

b. ?? Henni
her.DAT

leiddust
bored.2/3PL

þið.
you.PL

Sigurðsson (1996: 33)17

(35) DAT-NOM plural -st non-agreement (2nd person nom)

a. Pn Nm -st[3] DAT[3] NOM[2PL] → Nm probes
b. Pn Nm[2PL] -st[3] DAT[3] NOM[2PL] → DAT moves
c. Pn DAT[3] Nm[2PL] -st[3] MDAT[3]O NOM[2PL] → Pn probes DAT/Nm
d. Pn[2PL,3] DAT[3] Nm[2PL,3] -st[3] MDAT[3]O NOM[2PL] → DP moves for EPP
e. DAT[3] Pn[2PL,3] MDAT[3]O Nm[2PL,3] -st[3] MDAT[3]O NOM[2PL] →

Here, featural pied-piping allows the contradictory feature bundles to be built. Thus, plural forms of leiðast
‘bore’ pattern like all forms of líka ‘like’: they are ungrammatical unless syncretism improves things slightly.

8 Conclusion

In this talk, I have discussed the following:

Singular -st Syncretism I have proposed that since (1) the syncretism of singular forms of -st verbs is meta-
paradigmatic, and (2) occurs in an unmarked category (singular number) rather than a marked category
(plural number), some aspect of the syntactic derivation might be behind the syncretism. Specifically, I
proposed that -st can intervene for Person agreement.

Standard accounts of Person restrictions on NOM objects in DAT-NOM constructions do not predict any difference
between syncreticism due to -st and syncretism due to accidents of the paradigm. The former syncretism,
however, seems to be in general more ameliorative than the latter.

The present proposal for singular -st syncretism, supplemented with the standard approach to DAT-NOM con-
structions, predicts DAT-NOM verbs with -st to be better with first and second person objects than those
without, and correctly predicts this improvement to occur only in the singular.

There are still a number of outstanding/unaddressed issues, however. Speaker judgments vary across a number of
dimensions, and I have only accounted for a particular corner of that variation.18 Hopefully future research on the
morphosyntax of these constructions will lead to a better understanding of the other relevant factors.

17Sigurðsson marks both examples as ungrammatical, but recall from (29a) that the improvement of (34b) over (34a) is comparable to
the improvement of (30a) over (30b).

18See especially Sigurðsson 1996, Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2004, Kučerova 2007, Sigurðsson and Holmberg 2008, Ussery 2009. For
example, I have not discussed cases where default agreement improves examples.
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